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THE
FORBIDDEN
DANCE

MIGUEL’S
MOVES
REALLY
WORK

ou gotta love Miguel Angel

Jimenez for “putting it out

there.” It’s hard not to giggle

at the array of gyrations and

contortions he creates during

his “risqué” pre-round stretching

routine. But when you’re done

laughing at it, you might want

to try it, says Golf Digest Fitness

Adviser Ben Shear. “He’s doing a lot

of useful stuff that would really

help a lot of golfers I see,” Shear

says. To that point, here are five

of Jimenez’s best moves to

copy. Before you tee off, do

each one for about 30 seconds,

and you’ll be in much better

shape to play your best.
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1CHAMPAGNE STRETCH
Balancing on one leg with a
club while holding the op-
posite foot behind the body
warms up the thigh muscles,
important before walking a
course. Balancing also im-
proves proprioception (ori-
entation) in the feet so you
can swing in control and read
greens more accurately.

2PRIVATE DANCE
Swirling the knees around in
all planes of motion helps im-
prove mobility in the ankles.
Good dorsiflexion (an upward
hinging of the foot) is key to
addressing the ball correctly
and maintaining posture
through impact — especially
on bunker and deep-rough
shots.

3POLE BEND
Bending the torso left or right
while extending the opposite
arm improves function and
mobility of the oblique mus-
cles (sides of the abdomen)
and the iliotibial tract con-
nective tissue (sides of your
thighs). Side bending is cru-
cial to swinging on plane and
hitting solid shots.

4STARDUST LUNGE
Bending forward at the hips
90 degrees while extending
the arms and using a club to
balance lengthens most mus-
cles along the back side of
the body. This helps maintain
posture during the swing and
allows the arms to get the club
into a good position at the top.

5PLATINUM SQUAT
Dropping into a deep squat
while holding a club directly
overhead primes the muscles
around the shoulders, thorac-
ic spine (mid back), hips, butt
and ankles. It improves core
stability to swing in control.
Flaring the feet challenges the
outside of the hips to improve
rotation. p
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